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SLASS REINFORCED PL~SlI~~ IN STRUCTURAL AND CORROSIVE 

RESISTANT APPLICATIONS - 4 CASE STUD!E9. 

The mining industry is probably th~ ~Inol. bi~Qest industry 

in South Africa, yet a surprisingly emall percentage of the 

GRP production in South Africa is consumed by the mining 

industry. 

\ 
A number of successful applications were made in above 

ground installations, mainly to handle corrosive chemicals 

and gasses. Underground applications are limited to small 

scale ducting and piping applications. 

Case studies. 

In searching for case stUdies to present at this conference 

I also requested help from OCF in the USA, only to be 

informed that they do not have one case cn record of ~ major 

underground application of GRP. Perhaps th~re are 

opportunaties to achieve a br~akthrough in the mining 

applications. 

The case studies I selected to pr~sent tOday are all unique 

applications, not in an und~rground mining environment? but 

could be more associated with the above ground applications. 

The point I want to make however J is th~ versataltty in the 

application, design and construction phases of BRR 

materials, and hopafully to stimulate the interest of the 

people in the mining industry, in GRP and tha unique 

solutions GRP could offer to some of their engineering 

problems. 
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R~V!EW OF THE PROPERTIES AND ADVANTASES OF GLASS REINFORCED 
,-"""""'i/I/I8:14 1'1'1' I """"'I"'t , ......... " • __ • __ .. #. .. w. 

PLASTICS 

61as$ Reinforced Plastics offer a range 04 significant 

cost/performance benefits to both manufacturers and users 

alike. These benefits include: 

High M~cManical Strength 

GRP can be formulated and designed to provide a variety of 

tensile, flexural and impact strength properties. 

GRP can provide more strength per unit mass than most 

unreinfcrced plastics and metals. 

Using one of the many moulding processes available, GRP C~n 

be formed into virtually any shape required, simpl~ or 

complex, large or small. 

Dimensi6nal Stability 

GRP holds its form and shape under s~yere and prolonged 

mechanical and environmental stresses. 

High Dielectric Strens~~ 

The outstanding electrical properties and low moisture 

absorption of GRP make this material a clea~ choice as an 

electrical insulating material. 
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In many cases a single GRP moulding can replace an assembly 

of many parts and fasteners. 

Painting is not usually necessary and an infinitely wide 

range o~ colours can be introduced into the laminate to 

provide a long lasting appearance. 

Moderate Tooling C~sts 

Regardless of the moulding method selected, tooling Tor GRP 

usually represents a very small part of the product unit 

c:ost. 

Corrosion Resistance 

GR? does not corrode. Re5ist~nce to almost any ch~mical 

environment can be provided by the correct choice of resin 

system. 
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CASE I 

GRP WALKWAYS BOOST SAFETY FOR NEW YORK SUBWAY WORKERS 

The New York City Transport authcrity,whiCh runs the city's 

subways on a $1.3 bn. budget,recently changed wooden 

walkways to glass reinforced plastic walkways to improve . 
safety aspects fer its maintenance crews and to cut 

maintenance costs. 

The walkways were installed alongside the tracks on the 

Williamsburg and Manhattan bridges which span the East River 

and connect Manhattan and Srooklyn. The workers using the 

walkways for frequent track inspection found the wooden 

slats ha~ardcus. Whenever it rained or snowed the slats 

would become very slippery and workers carrying heavy 

equipment would lose their balance and serious injuries 

resulted. A15o, the weed en slats requir~d a let of 

maintenance because it tended to rot and warp. 

BRP walkways 

The BRP walkways are grated instead of slatte~ to give the 

workers a better footing. The grating is covered with an anti 

skid quartz grid, permanently bonded to the GRP by an epoxy 

resin. The quartz grid has the added advantage o~ wear and 

tear resistance. The grating also meets the fire retardant 

level of 25 required Tor a Class 1 flame r~ting and is 

self-extinguishing. 

Steel grating was net considered because it conducts 

electricity. The subway trains operate by drawing power f~'om 

an electri~ied third rail and the fewer conductive elements 
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in the system, the better. GRP gratings in this cas~ are 

electric~l insulators. 

The GRP grating is half the weight of steal Qrating ~cr the 

same strength and has great fatique resistance. GRP has a 

non-sparking surface whereas spark$ will fly if something is 

dropped on steel. 

The expected life of the GRP grating is 20 years and 

requires no maintenance. Steel grating, not painted 

regularly,wculd only last for 5 years because of corrosion 

and the wooden slats were replaced every 10 years. 

The GR? grating, made up out of pultruded secticns,were made 

exactly to size whereas steel grating in most cases is 

available only in standard sizes and would have result~d in 

off-cut losses. 

The resin used fer the outside coating on the grid5 were 

treat~d with UV stabilisers to screen out the UV rays of the 

sun. 
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GRP LINER MAINTENANCE FREE - AFTER EIGHT YE"ARS IN SMEL1"ER 

STACK - KENNECOTT COPPER SMELTER, MAGNA? UTAH. 

Kennecott Copper was faced with the problem of const~ucting 

;;;>. 1215 ,fo::l.:o.'" (+ Ati~m) hilJh ",t';:;I"'k" t.'.o handle hiQtily a\cidic 

waste gasses of relatively low temperatures effectively over 

a long period. The traditional materials, such as brick 

lin1n91 coated steeli and allc¥ steels were considered. The 

height requirements of the stack rendered specific problems 

though. 

"Th~ wei.ght of a brick lining piled nea\l'·ly a quater' of a 

mile high would have presented an engineering challange 

too expensive to Clverc:ome tl
• 

Alloy steel was just too expensive. 

The choice Was finally limited to coated steal and GR? 

The GRP option was taken because of it£ strength to 

weight ratio,which wa~ very important in this case,but 

also because of its excellent corrosion re~ista~t 

properties under the conditions given. 

The added advantage of the GRP stack liner was its 

ability to handle seismic stress. The Magna stack is in 

an area rated Zone 3 <moderate to heavy) in seismic 

activity. Brick and steal would net be suitable in that 

si t.l..tati on. 

The liner was produced to exact dimensions using 

filament winding and chopped fibre laminate 

construction. The sections were carried into the bottom 

of the chimneYihcisted up and fitted in sections from 

the top downwards. Steel supports were provided at every 

joint with.a suspension support at the top of the stack. 
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Corrosion resistance is the main benefit of the GRP sucker 

red. Replacing corroded steel rods decreases prOduction and 

increases maintenance costs. Most et.el sucker rod failures 

In an 011 ~leLO In ~ne Mous~on area ~no~ wa~ op.nec up 1n 

1975, the steel sucker rods lasted en averag~ only three 

months._ GRP suCker rods were installed 1979 and 3 years 

later, when the case was documented they were still 

functi oni 9 wi tli a1 most no ma\i ntenanc:e. (The car-ban steel 

connecters were changed in some ef th~m). 

"The- increased elasticity of GRP over steel resLll·e.s in "",. 

increased pUmpstreks at the bottom of the well which 

increases produc;ti en 11 repor-ts Russ Rut 1 edge. 

The lighter weight of GRP rods can cut a pumping unit's load 

by 50 to 60% which gives the producer several options. 

- run the unit at reduced loads and reduce w~ar and tear 

and thereby maintenance costs. 

- decrease the size of the pumping unit. 

- increase the number of strokes per miGuta. 

The nett result is a decrease in the amount of energy 

required to ~ump a barrel of oil to the surface. 
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GLASS FIBRE SUCKER RODS BATTLE OIL FIELD CORROSION (Abstract 

of a paper presented at the Society cf Petroleum Enginedr~, 

1999, NY City) 

This case emphasises some of the unique properties of GRP: 

1 i ghtwei ght L 

strength; 

corrosion resistant. 

Corrosion <and erosion) is a major problem for oil companies 

because oil is generally 40und in the presence of salt water, 

which contains chlorides and sulphides which i5 highly 

corrosive. Furthermors 1 the crude is pumped from great depths 

and contains a lot of sand and stone particle5 which is very 

abrasive to the pipes and sucker rods. 

One of the most success~ul GRP applications to combat this 

multi-million dollar corrosion/erosion problem was the 

development oT GRP sucker rods. 

5ut...kt=r- r-wW::' ar-~ 1 • .n,,,t::'U 1..111 ~I-i.l pl.lmp:i.ng ,- igg!5 to CQnnect th= 

above ground units to the pumping cylinders and valve syatems 

in the wells.Typically these rods are 12.Sm long and 15-20mm 

diameter, coupled together with metal ~oupling. and used to 

lift the oil to the surface on beam pumping units. 

Traditionally these ~ods were made of steel, but since the 

1970 / 5, when the first GRP sucker rede were produced, the 

industry changed dramatically and the majority oi the sucker 

rods 1n prOductIon tOday lS maoe ou~ C~ ~K~. 

Corrosion resistance is th~ main benefit of the GRP sucke~ 

red. Replacing corroded steel rods decreases p~oduction and 

increases maintenance costs. Most steel sucker rod failurefi 
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are caused by a combination of corrosion and stress. 

GRP sucker rods do not corrode and they typically cut stress 

factors by 40-50 % because of light weight. A 20mm BR? red 

has a linear mass of O.71bs/ft (4.6 kg/m) compared to steel 

sucker rods 2.21bs/ft {14.62 kg/m ),ie. GRP is lighter by 

factor 3. On a wall of 300 ft, (lOOm) the mass advantages of 

GRP sucker rods is 1000kg. Think about it - GRP reds save one 

ton of additional dead weight that has to be moved over the 

distance of the pump stroke on every stroke. 

In an oil field in the Houston ar~a that was opened up in 

1975, the steel sucker rods lasted on average only tnraa 

months. GRP sucker rods ware installed 1979 and 3 years 

later, when the case was documented they were 5till 

functionig with almost no maintenance. (The carbon st~el 

connectors were changed in some of them). 

Increased p~oductivit~. 

"The increased elastiCity o~ GRP ever steel results in an 

increased pumpstroke at the bottom of the well which 

increas~s production" reports RUBS Rutledge. 

The lighter weight of GRP rods can cut a pumping unit's load 

by SO to 60% which gives the producer several options. 

run the unit at reduced loads and reduce wear and tear 

and thereby maintenance costs. 

decrease the size of the pumping unit. 

increase the number of strokes per minute. 

The nett result is a decrease in the amount of energy 

required to pump a barrel of oil to the surface. 
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The paper presented by AMOCO at the Society oT Petroleum 

Engineers last year, documented the dramatic increase at a 

well, operating at a depth of 5500 ft (1800m). The well was 

producing 387 barrels of fluid per day. When Qlass fibre 

rods were installed, production increased to 695 barrel. 

fluid per day (an increase of 90%). 

The rods are manufactured by pultrution processes and are 

tailormade to suit the conditions prevailing at every well. 

Other success~ul GRP applications in the oil industry. 

6R? piping is used Tor casings to pump the wells. 

CO~ flooding - a process where additional oil is 

recovered 1rom a well with high pressure CO 2 and 

salt water injection at the perimeters of the field 

to forc~ : two thirds OT the oil reserve towards 

the pumping well. 

Storage tanks on the surface. 
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COMPOSITES COUNT£R BRIDGE WEAR PROBLEM 

The reason for including this case study is that appa~t from 

the excellent performanc~ oi the GRP structures under the 

corrosive conditions, the one piece hand lay-up construction 

method used in this case demonstrates the versatility and 

The case study is about the bridges that span the wastewater 

treatment ponds at Shell Chemical CO. 1 Heusten, Texas, wh&~e 

36 units of between 30 and 70 it. (10 - 23m) were installed 

over the tre",t.ment po .... d~, repl a\:: i ng convt=::'ll 1.1. UflG4l steel 

~~t'w.::llk<:;_ 

Cb~~o$ive ~nvironment. M '"" r __ a __ /". e ot 

High levels of alkaline, moisture and bio degradable wastes 

were causing severe corrosion problems to the galv~ni~ed 

steel walkways over the ponds. The galvanized .teel units 

had to be removed from site, sandblasted and reco~ted every 

1+ - 2 years, to resist corrosive attack. Even with 

maintenance the ste~l bridges would only last s~ven or eight 

years. 

Vinyl ester resin was used to construct GRP bridges with a 

life expectancy of 20 years. 
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Installation . 

Since the GRP structur~s are manufactured in one piece and 

weigh only a third as much as the .teel bridges, they 

require less labour and equipment fer installation with nO 

joints and 4astenerg where the corrosive fluids CQuld 

accumulate and spread. 

No painting was required either, as the resins was 

pigment.d. 

Design and construction. 

The 70ft long bridges have two torque boxes running the 

entire span of the ponds and 5 reinforcing truss •• to build 

in strength and resist lateral buckling. 

Hand lay-up construction methods was used to mould the 

torque bQ~es in split pieces of up to 70 it long. 

Unidirectional roving was used to build up the laminate. to 

~Omm thick. The boxes were then pwt togethe~ and covered 

with one layer of woven roving and mat and UV stabilised 

pigmented vinyl ester resins. 

This application illustrates that the application and 

construction possibilities of GRP are almost limitless. 




